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21.1 In a range seletion on a range-partitioned attribute, it is possible that only

one disk may need to be aessed. Desribe the bene�ts and drawbaks of this

property.

21.2 Reall that histograms are used for onstruting load-balaned range parti-

tions.

a. Suppose you have a histogram where values are between 1 and 100, and

are partitioned into 10 ranges, 1�10, 11�20,§ , 91�100, with frequen-

ies 15, 5, 20, 10, 10, 5, 5, 20, 5, and 5, respetively. Give a load-balaned

range partitioning funtion to divide the values into �ve partitions.

b. Write an algorithm for omputing a balaned range partition with p par-

titions, given a histogram of frequeny distributions ontaining n ranges.

21.3 Histograms are traditionally onstruted on the values of a spei� attribute

(or set of attributes) of a relation. Suh histograms are good for avoiding data

distribution skew but are not very useful for avoiding exeution skew. Explain

why.

Now suppose you have a workload of queries that perform point lookups.

Explain how you an use the queries in the workload to ome up with a parti-

tioning sheme that avoids exeution skew.

21.4 Repliation:

a. Give two reasons for repliating data aross geographially distributed

data enters.

b. Centralized databases support repliation using log reords. How is

the repliation in entralized databases di�erent from that in paral-

lel/distributed databases?

21.5 Parallel indies:
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a. Seondary indies in a entralized database store the reord identi�er.

A global seondary index too ould potentially store a partition num-

ber holding the reord, and a reord identi�er within the partition. Why

would this be a bad idea?

b. Global seondary indies are implemented in a way similar to loal se-

ondary indies that are used when reords are stored in a B

+

-tree �le

organization. Explain the similarities between the two senarios that re-

sult in a similar implementation of the seondary indies.

21.6 Parallel database systems store replias of eah data item (or partition) on

more than one node.

a. Why is it a good idea to distribute the opies of the data items alloated

to a node aross multiple other nodes, instead of storing all the opies

in the same node (or set of nodes).

b. What are the bene�ts and drawbaks of using RAID storage instead of

storing an extra opy of eah data item?

21.7 Partitioning and repliation.

a. Explain why range-partitioning gives better ontrol on tablet sizes than

hash partitioning. List an analogy between this ase and the ase of B

+

-

tree indies versus hash indies.

b. Some systems �rst perform hashing on the key, and then use range par-

titioning on the hash values. What ould be a motivation for this hoie,

and what are its drawbaks as ompared to performing range partition

diretion on the key?

. It is possible to horizontally partition data, and then perform vertial

partitioning loally at eah node. It is also possible to do the onverse,

where vertial partitioning is done �rst, and then eah partition is then

horizontally partitioned independently. What are are the bene�ts of the

�rst option over the seond one?

21.8 In order to send a request to the master replia of a data item, a node must

know whih replia is the master for that data item.

a. Suppose that between the time the node identi�es whih node is the

master replia for a data item, and the time the request reahes the iden-

ti�ed node, the mastership has hanged, and a di�erent node is now the

master. How an suh a situation be dealt with?

b. While the master replia ould be hosen on a per-partition basis, some

systems support a per-reord master replia, where the reords of a par-

tition (or tablet) are repliated at some set of nodes, but eah reord's
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master replia an be on any of the nodes from within this set of nodes,

independent of the master replia of other reords. List two bene�ts of

keeping trak of master on a per-reord basis.

. Suggest how to keep trak of the master replia for eah reord, when

there are a large number of reords.
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